
 
LSC Development Committee  
Conference Call  
March 22, 2016  
John Bitter, Program Development Vice-President  
Wayne Shulby, Interim Committee Chair  
MJ Truex, Staff liaison, Jane Grosser, LSC Governance Consultant Arlene McDonald, LSC Governance Consultant  
 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: MJ Truex, Jane Grosser, Arlene McDonald, Paul Thompson, Wayne Shulby, Laura 
Matuszak, Bob Crunstedt, Jon Sommervold, John Bitter 
 
 
Absent: Cellach Gibbons (ath), Cherita Gentilucci (leave of absence), Pam Cook, Michael Zuppone (ath), Steve Hennessy 
 
 
Approval of the Agenda: Agenda was approved as presented. 
 
Announcements  
 

a. Minutes of the March business meeting for approval  

Approved as presented 

 

b. Educational opportunities outside of convention/scheduled workshops – ideas from Pam? 

Moving to the end of the meeting, since Pam may come on late.   

 

c. Quad plan – library of creative meet formats (Age Group?) – Does anyone know if this was concept 

was forwarded to Age Group 

Jane emailed Cherita- have not heard back.  MJ emailed Tom, the staff liaison for AG Dev Committee, 

about this after the call was adjourned.  

 

Response from Tom about both c and d:  Has not heard about either of these. Creative meet formats is 

something that the AGD has looked at for a long time and is something they are actually looking at 

currently and how it relates to novice/entry level kids.  The question AGD asked is more of what 

individual clubs do versus what LSCs do.  

 

d. Quad Plan - Volunteers – Team Unify tracking – Does anyone know if this was passed along to Club 

Development? 

MJ emailed Tom, the staff liaison for the Club Development Committee, about this after the call was 

adjourned.  

 

Response from Tom: Team Unify can track volunteers, but not sure it’s possible on the LSC level.  He will 

need more information about this from the committee.  

 

e. Who’s on first – status of LSC submissions to USA Swimming? 

Background from Jane: This has been a USA Swimming rule for a long time before the creation of LEAP 

and it’s a rule that has not been enforced.  Jane is happy to track (not review) which LSCs submit their 

bylaw yearly but the real question to be asked is: What do we do from here?  What’s the procedure for 

this?  

 



Paul: Each LSC should just submit the highlighted updates that they’ve incorporated each year.  

 

Arlene: Are the financials being enforced?  

 

Jane: No. Joan Burgar collects them when they are received and passes that list onto Jane, but that’s it.  

 

Arlene: The financial reporting threatens your 501(c) 3 status. 

 

Jane: Absolutely 

 

Wayne: And that would affect USA Swimming’s status. 

 

Arlene: The Zone Directors used to be in charge of checking the financial piece. 

 

Wayne: We can’t solve the problem here.  There’s still a hole that we discovered.  Wayne will talk to Jay 

Thomas to see if he has any thoughts.  Maybe get the Zone Directors back on board to help.  

 

John Bitter: If the LSC Dev Committee thinks this is a very important issue, it can be taken to the Board.   

The financial piece is very important and is a good topic for the board to understand because it affects 

the National office.   

 

f. Bylaw review – Cherita to prepare request for Julie Bare (committee to review request) – Does anyone 

know if Cherita sent this request? 

Not sure if Cherita sent the letter to Julie. Wayne will check with Julie to see if it was received. If not, 

Wayne will forward the letter to her.   

 

 

g. April 23rd weekend in Denver with General Chairs  

i. Friday evening program – LSC Development Committee Meeting 

MJ to check on a room for a meeting with Susan: 5-7:30pm. This will be a working dinner. 

Everyone brings their own food. You will receive travel day per diem for this and this portion will 

last no more than an hour since we have a full committee call 4 days prior.  

 

Arlene would like to meet with the Mega group and Volunteer Task force after LSC Development 

Committee meeting.  For those not in attendance (Kyle and Laura- both East Coast time), 

hopefully they can call in. If not, the group will meet and present what’s discussed to those not 

in attendance.  

 

ii. Saturday afternoon – Bruce Lesley (Boardsource), Update ?  

Jane to simplify the agenda before sending out to GCs. 

 

iii. Athlete engagement – Ceallach, Pam, Steve (Saturday Lunch/Sunday Morning) 

No one on the call to report. 

Arlene: spoke to Ceallach and they have it ready to go. This will happen Sunday morning.  

 



 

h. Flyer for LSC consulting services – Update, MJ 

MJ will revisit the time line for Convention with Morgan and Graphics.  Originally thought this was 

something for April.   

 

i. Topics for Megas in November – Update on Survey? 

Arlene: We can discuss the details when we meet in April.  The Task Force was thinking about a flyer 

ready for our April meeting to let the GCs know about this event. Also, follow up for Mighty Mid will be 

April, not March since thought that there will be a better response rate once Championship season is 

over.   

 

j. Convention 2016 –   

i. LEAP recognition plan – written plan – Jane? 

Arlene: Looks fine.  It formalizes what we’re already doing. 

 

Wayne: Was there some sort of desire to elevate it?  Should the President give the checks and 

take the pictures like they do with the Lifetime Membership Awards? 

 

Jane: Will send this through Jim and will loop KP in.  

 

MJ: Is the Awards Committee at all part of this process?   

 

Arlene: No, we’ve always gone through KP. 

 

Jane: Jane will move forward with sending it to Jim/KP. 

 

k. Governance task force/ liaison – Paul/Arlene 

Paul: Met in Houston and did a lot of work on this next report that’s about to come out.  There were 

breakthroughs and a lot of momentum that came out of that meeting. DGI came out with a post 

meeting report, and the task force put together a calendar of things to happen leading up to the 

Convention.  The whole task force got together recently and spent 90 minutes just reviewing the report.   

A few comments, changes and priorities came out of that and those were submitted back to DGI.  As we 

gradually go through this process, it becomes the Task Force authoring this and taking ownership of it, 

not DGI.  Larry, Pat and some others were going to meet with the Zone Directors the Friday before the 

Board meeting in April to get their input and get everyone on the same page. It will also be brought 

before the Governance Committee and LSC Development Committee as well.  The LSC Dev Committee 

will be getting a lot more work (adjustments). There is going to be some change that may not be 

sweeping, but will take place over time. We need to make sure everyone from our committee is on the 

next call because there is a lot to cover. It’s pretty complex. 

 

Arlene: DGI will present a preliminary plan to the Board in April.  There is feeling/realization that we 

need to put more resources into LSCs, so that piece of it has been really exciting.  

 

Paul: We may need some funding to get through and execute everything that is being suggested.  You’ll 

be able to see the complexity of changes once the document is revealed.  

 



l. Athlete task force – Pam  

Not on the call.  

 

m. P&P TF to review document  - Bob 

Wayne passed this onto Bob to head up. 

  

Bob: We’ve got the existing P&P in the Drop Box and it is about 30+ pages long.  Started the process of 

going through and highlighting a few areas with comments and made some insertions and deletions.  

Invited Laura and Wayne to go through it once this process was done. Bob is on the appendix portion so 

his review is almost done.  Know it needs to be done before the next call. 

 

Wayne: Cherita had him send John B the update to the P&P in February but the Board has not met since 

January.    

 

John: Will there be more changes to the one we already gave him? 

 

Wayne: Yes. 

 

John: By the April meeting if we can get him all changes, he will submit all changes as one.  

 

 

n. LEAP 

i. Status 

Jane: No movement from NM, yet they continue to amass points for LEAP 2. 

 

Next step: Wayne will call informing them what is to happen next.  They are close to their 30 

days being up and it is being passed to the Board in April.  Bob reads from the P&P, section 4.5: 

The procedure is fairly well laid out and the penalties are onerous.  (I.e. removal of the GC and 

Vice Chair as well as fines.)   

 

ii. Volunteer TF to insure LEAP covers volunteer initiatives 

Arlene: It’s in our notes for our committee so they will review it when they meet.  

 

Jane: Also sent out the financial requirement recommendations that came from Stu Hixon to our 

group.  Anyone have comments or questions? Bob’s suggestion: If LSCs are willing to do the full 

audit that is required by some states, then they should cover the requirement in both LEAP 2 

and 3.  This may only applies to LSCs that are planning to do both 2 and 3.     If you are only 

planning on doing LEAP 2, it would be easier to just follow the instructions outlined in LEAP 2.  

 

iii. Review of new items for inclusion – status and priority – Wayne 

Jane: are there any to throw out?  

Lines 30, 31, 32 can be taken out since these are the financial requirements. 

Lines 33-49 should all be included, except 48 is marked for deletion.  

 

Paul: With the report coming out from DGI, all of these items needs to be in there.  



Wayne: Need more expansion for the committee to decide what level these belong and whether 

they are additional or required. That portion will be discussed at a later meeting.  

 

Jane, Arlene, and MJ to discuss in detail during summer meeting in July.  

 

Jane: There needs to be a systematic approach to this.  We can’t do all at once and double the 

size of LEAP.  

 

 

o. Any other Business 

Future Meetings and Calls 

 April 19, 2016 (3rd Tuesday so that we are before the weekend of the 23rd) 

Laura won’t be there in April 

 May 24th – next call 

 

Adjourned: 7:15pm  

 

 

 


